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1. Let Po(4,...,Pn-l(~), IZ > 2, be analytic in a simply-connected 
domain D (co 4 D). The differential equation 
Y’n’(4 + P?z-1(4Y(“-1)(4 + ... + P&)Y(4 = 0 U-1) 
is said to be disconjugate in D, if no nontrivial solution of (1.1) has more than 
(n - 1) zeros in D. (The zeros are counted with their multiplicities.) 
Equation (1 .l) is said to be m-m disconjugate in D, if n = 2m, and no non- 
trivial solution of (1.1) has two zeros of order m in D. 
A sufficient condition for disconjugacy of the nth-order differential 
equation (1.1) was first given by Nehari [9]. In a recent paper [6] Nehari’s 
result has been modified and other conditions for diconjugacy of Eq. (1.1) 
have been established. Using similar techniques, we obtain in this note 
sufficient conditions for m-m disconjugacy of the even-order differential 
equation 
y(2yz) + p3m-&)y(2nr-l) (4 + ... + P&)Y(~) = 0. (1.2) 
We shall make an extensive use of the following result [6, Theorem I], 
which we state here as a lemma. 
LEhfMA. Let f (z) be analytic in a finite closed convex region R, and assume 
that f (z) vanishes at n (not necessarily distinct) points a, ,..., a, of R. If 
then 
lf(j)(z)1 <ysET- EIz-ua,J, j=O ,..., n-l, ZER, (1.3) 
n j,n t=1 
where the summation in (1.3) is taken over the set Q)n--g,n of all the increasing 
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sequences s = (iI ,. .., i,,) of (n - j) integers 1 < iI < iz < ... < in, < n. 
Equality holds in (1.3) ;f 
c = const, 
andarg(z-aJ=t?,i=l,..., n,O<f?<2n. 
2, THEOREM 1. Let p,(z),..., pZmwl(z), be analytic in a $nite convex 
domain D of diameter d. If 
2m-1 I ~(4 
9;. (2m - j)! Z 0 
d 2m--3 < 1, ZE:D, 
then Eq. (1.2) is m-m disconjugate in D. 
Theorem 1 should be compared with [6, Theorem 21, which states: If 
ZED, 
then Eq. (1.1) is disconjugate in the convex domain D of diameter d. 
For the special case where D is the unit disk Theorem 1 can be modified 
and we have 
THEOREM 2. Let p,(z),..., p,,&x) be analytic in the unit dish. If 
y I P,(4lU - I z I”)“- + 2y I P&I 
(2m -j)! 3=llL (2m -j)! ’ 1’ 1x1 < 1, (2.2) j=O 
then Eq. (1.2) is m-m disconjugate in ( x 1 < 1. 
The analogous sufficient condition for disconjugacy of Eq. (1.1) in the 
unit disk [6, Theorem 51 is 
y lP,(4l(l + I .x I;;-?$ (n-W l z II< l,lzj < 1. 
1=0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that Eq. (1.2) has a nontrivial solution y(z) 
with two zeros of order m at a E D and b E D, a # b. Applying the lemma to 
the function y(z), where the closed convex region R is the linear segment [a, b] 
and n = 2m, we first prove that 
, j=O ,..., 2m-1, xE[a,b], (2.3) 
where M2, = maxl y(““‘(t;)l, 1 E [a, b]. 
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To establish (2.3), we note that m zeros ofy(z) are located at a and the other 
m zeros are located at b; i.e., a, = ... = a, = a and a,,, = ..* = uam = b. 
Hence, according to (1.3), if 0 < j < m, then (m - I), E = 0 ,..., j, factors of 
the product j$TL’ 1 z - aLt 1 are 1 x - a 1 and the other 2m - j - (m - Z) = 
m - j + I factors are 1 x - b I. Since there are (y)(,y,) products of the type 
1 X - U Im--li X - b 1 m-j+2 in the summation of (1.3), rt follows that 
Similarly, 
j = O,..., m, x E [a, b]. (2.4) 
/ x - a lk--l j x - b II, 
k = l,..., m, ZE [a, b]. (2.4)’ 
Set / z - a I = 5 and j x - b j = ‘I, then 
O</x--l+l~-bl=~+~<4 x E I%, bl (2.5) 
and 
0 < I x - 0 1 j z - b 1 = &j < 5(d - E) < (;)‘, x E [a, b]. (2.6) 
In order to estimate the sum. 
u,,(E, 7)= go (j “_ z)(y) P#, j = l,-., mj (2.7) 
we conider the generating function 
(1 + art + /W)” = 2 A,,(% @) t3. 
3=0 
(2.8) 
For 01 = t + 7 and p = &,J we have 
(1 + @)“(l + 7p)m = [l + (4 + rl)t + ht21rn = y 4ndS + 79 57) t3* 
3=0 
This and (2.7) yield 
%L,(& 7) = 4J5 + 11, b?>, j = O,..., m. (2.9) 
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Since k&&01, /3),j = I,... ,2m, is an increasing function of 01 and /~3 for 01, j3 > 0, 
it follows from (2.5), (2.6), (2.9) and (2.8) that 
Applying (2.6) and (2.10) to (2.4) and (2.4)’ we obtain (2.3). 
We are now ready to complete the proof. Since the maximum of I y(““)([)j, 
5 E [CZ, b] is actually attained at a point x* E [a, b], we have according to 
(1.2) and (2.3) 
Since nil,, > 0, the last inequality contradicts (2.1). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let y(z) b e a nontrivial solution of Eq. (1.2) which has 
twozerosofordermataandba#b,IuI,Ib/ <l.Weshowthatinthis 
case (2.3) can be replaced by 
, y(3)(zj, < ManU - I x I”)“- 
(2m -j)! ’ 
j = O,..., m, ZE[U,b] (2.11) 
and 
1 y(+~)l < (2r4_“i)! , j = m ,..., 2m - 1, z E [a, 61. (2.11)’ 
Indeed, (2.11)’ follows from (2.3) by setting d = 2, while (2.6) can be replaced 
l-111 by 
O,<Iz--ajIz--bI=S7<1-1212, z E [a, b]. (2.12) 
Equation (2.11) follows now from (2.4), (2.10) and (2.12). Finally, according 
to (2.11) and (2.11)‘, inequality (2.2) is incompatible with the existence of a 
nontrivial solution of Eq. (1.2) which has two zeros of order m in 1 x ( < 1. 
Remarks. (i) We note that inequalities (2.11) and (2.11)’ may be slightly 
improved; namely, we can use (2.12) (instead of (2.6)) also in the estimate of 
u,(l x - a I, 1 z - 6 I). According to (2.9) this leads us to 
%3(1 .z - a II I z - b I> -=I 4&, 1 - I z I”) = %J(l + I z I7 1 - I z I> 
j = l,..., m z~[u,b]. (2.13) 
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Hence, (2.4), (2.4)‘, (2.12) and (2.13) yield 
I Y’3’(4 
(I - 1 .a 12y-J 
and 
,,(I + I z I, 1 - I z I), j = 0 ,..., m, z E [a, b], 
(2.14) 
M2,(2m - k)! 
~ ,(-yz)l < (2m)! 4 %nkU f I x I, 1 - I x I), 
k = l,...,m, z E [L&b]. (2.14)' 
If we assume that y(z) is regular and has two zeros of order m in the closed 
unit disk, then the strict inequality in (2.14) and (2.14)’ is replaced by a 
nonstrict inequality; and equality holds for 
y(z) = (z” - l)“‘, (2.15) 
at the ponts x = f 1. Indeed, the derivatives of (2.15) are given by 
y"'(Z) = j!(,z" - I)"- i (7)1, " J (z + 1)yz - 1y 
I=0 
and 
= j!($ - l)?‘L-%,,,,(z +- 1, z - l), j = 0 )...) m, 
y'2"-"'(z) = (2m - k)!a,,(x + 1,z - l), k = O,..., m. 
Fmally, we note that (2.15) satisfies the differential equation 
2m-1 
ycz?n, + c czrnp3(2m - j)! ~(3) _ T$ "[~~~~~~"' - (2m)!y = 0, 
,=m+1 (9 - 1)" 
for an arbitrary choice of cl ,..., ~,,+r . Hence, the constant 1 on the rrght- 
hand side of (2.2) is the best possible. 
(ii) For the differential equation 
Y’2”‘(4 + Po(4Y(4 = 0, 
Theorem 2 has been established earlier. For m = 1, see [lo], for general m, 
see [3] and [4]. 
(iii) Theorem 2 improves a recent result of Kim [5, Theorem 2.31 for 
real differential equations. 
3. In this section we establish sufficient conditions for m-m discon- 
jugacy of a slightly different nature. We assume that the coefficients p,(z), 
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j = O,..., 2m - 1, are of the class HI in / z j < 1; i.e., each p,(z) is analytic 
in ( z 1 < 1 and the nondecreasing function s: 1 p,(reze)/ ~59, 0 < + < 1, is 
bounded as Y + 1. As usual, we denote 
:2? J 2n ( p3(rete)( d8 = 1: / p,(eis)l d6. 0 
(3.1) 
THEOREM 3. Let p,(z),..., pZmml(z), be of class El1 in 1 z 1 < 1.1j 
tlien the dz..erential equation (1.2) is m-m disconjugate in [ x [ < I. 
Sufficient conditions for disconjugacy of similar nature were given in [9] 
and [6, Theorem 31. 
Proof. Let y(z) be a nontrivial solution of (1.2) vanishing m times 
at a and 6, a # b, 1 a I, 1 6 j < 1. We apply the lemma to the function 
y(z), but at the beginning we use only 2m - 1 zeros of y(z); namely, we set 
a, = a2 = .. . = a,,, = a and a,,, = *.. = a2m--1 = b. It follows thus from 
(1.3) that 
lY0’(41 d (2$! (I z - a 1 1 z - 6 I)“-‘-’ 
x go (l;)(y 1:) I x - a IJ--l+l I x - 6 lz, 
where 
j = 0 ,..., m - 1, .z E [a, b], (3.3) 
M2m-l = &natxl y’2”-1’(5) = I y(2m-yZ*)l, 
Using (2.7) we find that 
z* 5 [a, b]. 
Hence, it follows from (3.3), (3.4), (2.10) and (2.12) that 
j y’qz)l < (y;$!) (1 - j z 1s)m-g-r 
x [I z - a I ('"i 2, + (1 - I z I") (yyJ2)] 
/ - ‘-0 P--.9 m- 1, zE[a,b]. (35) 
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If z E [a, (u + b)/2], then ] z - a ) < 1, and we obtain 
/ y’3’(x), < ~l/lz?n-1(1 - I .x 12y--l (2m + _ 1)! , j = O,..., m - 1. (3.6) 
For z E [(a + b)/2, b] we interchange the roles of a and b in (3.3) and hence 
we conclude that (3.6) holds for x E [a, b]. Similarily, we find that for x E [a, b] 
and k = l,..., m - 1, 
1 y(2+l-y,)[ < M2m-1(2m - 1 - k)! ’ 
(2m - l)! 1 x - a 11 j x - b p-t 
<IPI,,-,(2m-l-k)! 2m-2 
(2m - I)! [( k j +I’- ‘I (y:f)l’ 
and finally 
(y(2m-l-hyx)l < m;-1 , k = l,..., m - 1, z E [a, b]. (3.6)’ 
Since y(z) has 2m zeros in [a, b], it follows (see [9, p. 3291 and [6, Lemma 2 
and Theorem 31) that there exists a pomt 5” E [a, b] such that 
M 21n-l = ly'2"-+*)/ < (yc2m-1~(z*)-yc2v?I-l, (5 * >I G ,:: IY’~“‘(~ dx I, 
where the integration is taken along the linear segment [<*, x*]. Combining 
this with (3.6) and (3.6)‘, we obtain 
J42m--1 < j;; I Y(~~‘(x) dx I < ‘E’ J ‘* I p,(x) y(~)(x) dz J 
j=o t* 
< M2m-1 
[s 2 
2* m-2 1 p&)1(1 - I z /2)+-j--1, dz , 
<* 3=0 (2m -j- I)! 
Hence, if 
2X m-2 ( p,(x)[(I - ( x (y-f-1 s c i* (2m -j- l)! 3=0 Idzl < 1 
(3.7) 
holds for any two points .a* and 5% in the unit disk, then Eq. (1.2) is m-m 
disconjugate in j z 1 < 1. 
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To complete the proof, it remams to show that (3.2) implies (3.7). To this 
end we need the following two results 
(i) If g(z) is regular on and mslde a circle K, and B is a circular arc 
inside K, then [2] 
.i, I cd4 dz I G j, I g@> dz I. (3.8) 
(ii) If g(z) is of the class Hr m 1 .z 1 < 1, then [8, p. 1271, [7] 
I &Nl - I 2 I”) < Y&- jr I gW)l de, /z/ < 1. (3.9) 
Applying (3.8), where B = [<*, z*] and K = (,a : 1 z 1 = Y}, where 
max(j [* /, 1 x* 1) = Y < 1, we obtam 
Forj = O,..., m - 2, (3.10) can be improved. Indeed, according to (3.9) we 
have 
J’ 
Z* 
i* I W)l(l - I z 12)n’--)-1 I dz i < w$y$ ~,(w)l(l - I w IL)m--)-l) 
<’ s 2n = ” I$,(4 de, I%(4 + 0. (3.11) 
It follows now from (3.10) and (3.11) that (3.2) implies (3.7). 
Remark. Condition (3.2) of Theorem 3 can be replaced by 
(3.12) 
Indeed, by a procedure applied m [I], it can be shown that if g(z) is regular in 
/ z ] < 1 and the nondecreasing function sr I g(rezB)/l/k de, 0 < Y < 1, is 
bounded as r + 1, then 
I R(z)l(l - I z I")" = [I &+)I'/'(1 - ( z I”)]” < [& jr I g(e”e)ll/l ds]i, 
Iz/ < 1, 
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where 
Since, 
jr 1 g(e2e)/1/L de = ~II jr 1 g(re2e)j1/n de. 
j = O,..., m - 2, 
we conclude that condition (3.12) implies (3.7). Hence if the coefficients 
P~(z),...,P~~-~(z), are analytic in 1 z 1 < 1 and satisfy (3.12), then Eq. (1.2) is 
m-m disconjugate in 1 2 j < 1. 
Finally, we state the analogous result for real differential equations. 
THEOREM 3’. Let po(.r) ,..., P~~-~(x), b e continuous functions in the open 
interval (- 1, 1). If 
.l 
J P +-l i p,(x)l(l - xZ)nl-J + ,E1 I PdX>l -1 J=o (2m -1 - I)! ,=m (2m - j - l)! dx ’ ’ I 
then the dafferential equatzon 
y-)(x) + pzmpl(x) y(2-1) (4 + ... + PO(X) Y(X) = 0, 
is m-m disconjugate in (- 1, 1). 
(3.13) 
Indeed, let y(x) be a nontrrvial solution of (3.13) with two zeros of order m 
ataandb,a#Zr/al,1b/ <l.Sinceintherealcase, 
min(( x - a /, / x - b 1) < 1 - / x / < 1 - x2, x~[a,4 l~l,lbl<l, 
we find that [see (3.91 
I Y’W < 
Ma,-r(1 - x2)nb-j 
-> pm -j _ I)! j = o,..., m - 1 x E [a, b] 
and 
I Y’W < (2m:;-1 l)! 9 j = m,..., 2m- 1, xe[a,b], 
where 
nf,,-, = zg$, ly 
m?-lyX); = / y(2m-1yX*)~, x* E [a, b]. 
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Since y(x) is a real-valued function, it follows from Rolle’s theorem, that 
Y(~“-~)(x) vanishes at a point [* E [a, 61. Hence, 
M2m-1 = / y(2m-1) , (%*)I = 1 y’2”‘+l~(x*) - yc2m-1, (5*)1 d J’;: I Y’“~)(x) dx I 
and the result follows. 
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